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Abstract

In the usual presentations of simply typed -calculus, it is usual to identify terms
that are -convertible. However, this is not at all a practise in most (typed) functional
languages, for which simply typed -calculus is a theoretical foundation. Here, ve well
known variants of the type system for simply -calculus which work with variable names
are presented. Essentially, these formulations di er in the way variable declarations are
handled and all of them are equivalent if -convertible terms are identi ed. However, if
-convertible terms are not identi ed, some of the systems turn out to type less terms
than the others. The main aim of this paper is to relate these systems by comparing
their set of typable terms and study the property of closure under -conversion for each
system.

1 Introduction
Consider presentations of -calculus as in [Bar81, Bar92] or any extension of it. In these
kind of presentations, it is usual to identify terms that are -convertible and then, work with
-terms in a naive way.
In the presentation of simply typed -calculus given in [Bar92], we can type the term
(u:x:y:u y x) (z:x:z ). However, if we -reduce it, we obtain x:y:(z:x:z ) y x which
is not typable. The problem here is that to type the latter term, we have to type the subterm
z:x:z in a context where the variable x is already declared. As this is not possible in the
type system presented in [Bar92], we cannot derive a type for the term. Since -convertible
terms are identi ed in this presentation of -calculus, we can think that -reducing the rst
term gives x:y:(z:w:z ) y x as a result, which is typable in the system.
However, identifying terms that are -convertible is not at all a practise in most (typed)
functional languages, for which simply typed -calculus is a theoretical foundation. Then,
\x -> \x -> x and fn x => fn x => x are legal expressions of type a -> b -> b in Haskell
and ML respectively. Hence, the type systems behind functional languages can formally deal
with terms that are -convertible.
A natural way to deal with terms that are -convertible is to add an extra rule to the
type system that expresses that -convertible terms have the same type, similar to the one
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presented in [HS86]. Then, if = denotes -conversion and ` represents the type derivability
judgement, given a context, M and M terms and  a type, the extra rule would look like:
0

`M : M = M
`M :

0

0

The disadvantage of adding this extra rule is that now, when reasoning about type derivations, we should not only consider the structure of the term but also the rules that de ne
-conversion.
Another solution is to work with indices instead of with variable names, as suggested in
[dB94]. Then, both the terms x:x:x and x:y:y would be written in a way similar to
::0. Note that this solution naturally identi es terms that are -convertible. However,
already with relatively small terms, the indices-versions of the terms become unreadable for
human eyes.
Then, the main aim of this work is to study type systems for simply typed -calculus that
work with variable names and that are closed under -conversion. Besides, we would like to
have clear and simple induction principles associated to the type systems that make proofs
easy to perform and understand.
We present here ve variants of the type system for simply typed -calculus. Essentially,
these formulations di er in the way they handle variable declarations. All of these formulations are equivalent if we identify terms that are -convertible, that is, they have the same
set of typable terms up to -conversion. However, if we distinguish terms that di er in their
bound variables, they are not longer equivalent.
Although these systems appear often in theoretical research about -calculus or functional languages, it is not common to see a formal study of their properties with respect to
-conversion. In order to close this gap, we present here a formal de nition of -conversion
and we prove which of the systems we present are closed under -conversion and which are
not. In addition, we show how the systems are related by comparing the set of typable terms
in each system.
This paper is intended for people with basic knowledge on -calculus and type systems.
The organisation of this paper is as follows:
In section 2, we introduce formal de nitions of one step -reduction and -conversion.
In section 3, we present ve variants of the type system for simply typed -calculus,
namely Us, Wk , Th, Lt and St.
In section 4, we prove some properties of Lt, namely the strengthening, weakening, thinning and substitution lemmas. We conclude this section with the proof that Lt is closed under
-conversion.
In section 5, we relate the type systems introduced in section 3 by comparing the set of
typable terms. Here, we prove that Us is included in Wk which is, in turn, included in Lt,
and we show that neither Us nor Wk are closed under -conversion. In addition, we prove
that the systems Lt, St and Th are equivalent. As a result of this equivalence, we have that
Th and St are also closed under -conversion.
In section 6, we brie y discuss the problem of -conversion for simply typed -calculus
extended with polymorphic de nitions and x point operators, and -calculus with dependent
types.
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2 Alpha Conversion
In this section, we introduce a formal de nition of -conversion. In order to do this, we rst
de ne the notions of substitution and one step -reduction.
We assume the usual de nition for -calculus and the convention for parentheses as in
[Bar81]. Then, x:M N denotes x:(M N ). Given M a -term and S a set, we assume
the following notations: fv(M ) and bv(M ) denote the sets of free and bound variables of M
respectively, vars(M ) the set of all variables of M , #(M ) denotes the number of 's that
occurs in M and #(S ) the cardinality of S .
Now, we introduce the notion of substitution of N for x in M , which we denote by
M [N /x].

De nition 2.1. (Substitution of N for x in M ).

y
def
y [N /x]
=
N

if y
if y
if y
if y



y:(P [N=x])
y:P
(P Q) [N /x] def
= P [N=x] Q [N=x]
def

(y:P ) [N /x] =

6= x
=x
6 x
=
=x

Note that when we substitute N for x in y:M with y 6= x and y free in N , we do not
perform any rename of bound variable as in [CF58]. However, whenever substitution is used
in this paper we explicitly add those requirements needed to avoid binding free variables.
Now, we de ne the notion of -reduction. In one step of -reduction, we perform the
renaming of one bound variable, that is, the variable x in an abstraction of the form x:M
is changed for a variable y not occurring in M .

De nition 2.2. ( -reduction).
y 62 vars(M )
Ren
x:M ! y:M [y=x]
M! M
App L
MN! M N

M!
x:M !
N!
MN!

Abs

0

App R

0

M
x:M
N
MN
0

0

0

0

We denote -conversion by = and we de ne it as the re exive, symmetric and transitive
closure of ! .
With the next lemma, we show that any term is -convertible to a term whose bound
variables are all di erent from each other and also di erent from the free ones.
Lemma 2.3. Let S be a set of variables such that vars(M ) \ S = ; and #(S ) = #(M ).
Then, there exists a term M such that M = M and bv(M ) = S .
Proof: The proof is by induction on the structure of M . We show here the case where M is
an abstraction.
Let M be of the form x:N and S = fy1 ; : : : ; yn ; yn+1 g a set satisfying the conditions of the hypothesis. Let S = fy1 ; : : : ; yn g. If we apply the induction hypothesis
to N and S , we obtain an expression N such that N = N and bv(N ) = S . Then,
M = yn+1:N [yn+1=x].

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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3 Variants for Simply Typed Lambda Calculus
In this section, we present ve variants of the type system for simply typed -calculus. In
order to present them, we rst introduce the notions of types and contexts.
We consider the usual set of types as presented in [Bar92]. We assume that  ,  (possibly
primed or subscripted) range over types and  !  represents a function type.
A context is a (possibly empty) sequence of declarations of the form x :  and we assume
that ,  (possibly primed or subscripted) range over contexts. We denote the empty context as [ ], by ; x :  we mean a context where the declaration x :  has been added to the
declarations in , and ;  denotes the concatenation of the contexts and . By valid we
mean a context in which each variable is declared at most once, dom( ) denotes the domain
of , that is, the set of variables declared in , and x denotes where all the declarations
for the variable x have been removed. The relation x :  2 is satis ed if x :  is one of the
declarations in .
In gure 1 we present ve well-known variants of the type system for simply typed
-calculus. Essentially, they di er in the way they handle variable declarations. In section 5,
we relate these systems by comparing the set of typable terms.
Let ts 2 fUs; Wk; Th; Lt; Stg. The relation `ts M :  means that we can derive that the
term M has type  under the context in the type system ts. If is empty, we might write
`ts M :  instead of [ ] `ts M :  . For each type system ts, 6ts  means that the context 
extends in the sense that for any variable x, `ts x :  implies  `ts x : . If ts is a type
system where the context is required to be valid, then valid and  valid should also be
satis ed as part of the de nition of 6ts . Note that if 6ts , the order of the declarations
in  might di er from the order of the declarations in .
The system Us is the usual presentation of the simply typed -calculus a la Curry as in
[Bar92]. This system is not closed under -conversion.
Using the weakening rule for the system Wk, we can derive a type for certain terms where
some variables are bound more than once, such as x:x:x. Although one might believe
that this system is closed under -conversion, we show with a counterexample in section 5
that it is not. This system is usually given in its general formulation for pure type systems
(see [Ber88, Ter89, Bar92]) and it has also been used as the type system for a small typed
functional language in [Bov95] and [Tas97].
The thinning rule for system Th is often seen as a generalisation of the weakening rule
for Wk, where we have the possibility of adding several declarations at the same time instead
of one at a time. However, due to the de nition of 6ts , the thinning rule also allows us to
change the order of the declarations in the context. It is in fact this possibility that makes
the system Th closed under -conversion.
The system Lt is the only one that allows multiple declarations for the same variable. In
Lt, the contexts are considered as lists, and in order to give the type of a variable x we look
up the variable in the context from right to left until we nd a declaration for x. This, in
turn, is the last declaration added to the context for the variable x. This makes the system
closed under -conversion. Although one seldom nds this system in theoretical research,
this system is often used when implementing a type system for a functional language. The
di erence between Lt and the system LT in [Pol93] is that Pollack gives two rules for typing
variables while we give only one. However, the meaning of his two rules is exactly the meaning
of the rule varLt in our system.
4

varUs
absUs
appUs

varWk
weakWk
absWk
appWk

varLt
absLt
appLt

x: 2
`Us x : 
; x :  `Us M : 
`Us x:M :  ! 
`Us M :  !  `Us N : 
`Us M N : 

valid

; x :  valid
; x :  `Wk x : 
`Wk M :  x 62 dom( )
; x :  `Wk M : 
; x :  `Wk M : 
`Wk x:M :  ! 
`Wk M :  !  `Wk N : 
`Wk M N : 

varTh
thinnTh
absTh
appTh

x 62 dom()
; x : ;  `Lt x : 
; x :  `Lt M : 
`Lt x:M :  ! 
`Lt M :  !  `Lt N : 
`Lt M N : 

varSt
absSt
appSt

valid

`Th M : 

x: 2

`Th x : 

6Th   valid

 `Th M : 
; x :  `Th M : 
`Th x:M :  ! 
`Th M :  !  `Th N : 
`Th M N : 
x: 2
`St x : 
x ; x :  `St M : 
`St x:M :  ! 
`St M :  !  `St N : 
`St M N : 

valid

Figure 1: Five Type Systems for Simply Typed -Calculus
Finally, in the system St we consider the contexts as sets. To derive `St x:M :  !  ,
we take away all declarations for the variable x from the context and we add a declaration of
the form x :  . Note that if x 62 dom( ) then = x . On the other hand, if x is declared in ,
and thus x 2 dom( ), we can see the abstraction rule for the system St as having an implicit
thinning rule. The power of this abstraction rule makes this system closed under -conversion.
Extensions of this system for types-schemes for functional languages and quali ed types can
be found in [DM82] and [Jon94] respectively.

Proposition 3.1. Let ts 2 fUs; Wk; Th; Stg. If `ts M :  then valid.
The proof is by induction on the derivation of `ts M :  .

4 Properties of Lt
In this section, we prove some properties of Lt concluding with the property that shows that
Lt is closed under -conversion.
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When typing a term, we only use the last declarations of its free variables. In particular,
in the derivation of ; x : ;  `Lt M :  , the declaration x :  is used only if x occurs free in
M and if this is the last declaration for x in the context. Otherwise, we can think that the
declaration x :  is unnecessary.

De nition 4.1. (Unnecessary Declaration). We say that the declaration x :  is unnecessary for M in , if x 2 fv(M ) implies x 2 dom().
Below, we show the strengthening lemma that says that we can remove those declarations
that are unnecessary for typing a term from the context. For example, if we have a derivation
of x : ; x :  `Lt x :  , then the rst declaration of x is unnecessary and can be removed from
the context.

Lemma 4.2. (Strengthening). Let x :  be unnecessary for M in . If ; x : ;  `Lt M : 
then ;  `Lt M :  .
Proof: The proof is by induction on the structure of the term M . We show here the case
where M is an abstraction of the form x:N . All other cases are straightforward.
When M is the term x:N , as ; x : ;  `Lt x:N :  1 !  2 then ; x : ; ; x :  1 `Lt N :  2 .
Thus, x :  is unnecessary for N in ; x :  1 . By the induction hypothesis, we have that
; ; x :  1 `Lt N :  2. Then, we apply the abstraction rule to obtain ;  `Lt x:N :  1 !  2,
as desired.

As a consequence of the previous lemma, we have that if a term M is typable under a
context , then M is also typable under a context that only contains the last declaration
for each of the free variables in M .
0

Corollary 4.3. If `Lt M :  then `Lt M :  , where is obtained from by removing all
0

0

unnecessary declarations.

The next lemma we present is the converse of the strengthening lemma. It says that we
can add a declaration to a context, if the new declaration does not interfere with typing a
term. Note that a declaration x :  does not interfere with the derivation of ;  `Lt M :  ,
when x :  is unnecessary for M in .

Lemma 4.4. (Weakening). Let x :  be unnecessary for M in . If ;  `Lt M :  then
; x : ;  `Lt M :  .
The proof of the lemma is by a straightforward induction on the structure of M .
Although the next lemma might seem a generalisation of the previous one, it is not. If
x 62 fv(M ) [ dom() and x :  is the last declaration for x in with  6= , then we have that
6Lt ; x : ;  does not hold. Hence, there is a case where the weakening lemma applies but
the thinning lemma does not.

Lemma 4.5. (Thinning). Let 6Lt . If `Lt M :  then  `Lt M :  .
6

The lemma is proved by induction on the structure of the term M .
Now we introduce the substitution lemma for Lt. We need the hypothesis x 62 dom()
to ensure that x :  is the last declaration for the variable x in the context. The hypothesis fv(N ) \ (bv(M ) [ dom()) = ; is necessary to avoid binding free variables of N when
substituting.

Lemma 4.6. (Substitution). Let x 62 dom() and fv(N ) \ (bv(M ) [ dom()) = ;. If
; x : ;  `Lt M :  and `Lt N : , then ;  `Lt M [N=x] :  .
Proof: The proof is by induction on the structure of M . We show here the case where M is
the variable x. All other cases are straightforward.
If M = x, since x 62 dom() then  =  . Hence, `Lt N :  . Since fv(N ) \ dom() = ;,
all declarations in  are unnecessary for typing N . Then, we can apply the weakening lemma
several times to enlarge the context and obtain ;  `Lt N :  .


Note that the converse of the substitution lemma does not hold. If I = x:x, then the
term I I is typable in Lt but the term x x is not, no matter which type we assume for x.
However, the former is the result of substituting I for x in the latter.
We need the following proposition to prove that Lt is closed under -reduction and
-expansion.

Proposition 4.7. Let x 62 dom() and y 62 vars(M ) [ dom(). Then, ; x : ;  `Lt M :  if
and only if ; y : ;  `Lt M [y=x] :  .
Proof: ()). Assume that ; x : ;  `Lt M :  . Since y 62 vars(M ), y :  is unnecessary for M
in any context. Then, by the weakening lemma, we have that ; y : ; x : ;  `Lt M :  and by
the substitution lemma, we obtain that ; y : ;  `Lt M [y=x] :  .
((). The proof is made by induction on the structure of M . Note that even though
M [y=x] [x=y] = M , we cannot use ()) to prove (() since x might occur bound in M . 
Theorem 4.8. (Closure under -reduction and -expansion). If M ! M , then
`Lt M :  if and only if `Lt M :  .
Proof: ()) The proof is by induction on the derivation of M ! M . We show here the
0

0

0

case for the renaming rule. All other cases are straightforward.
In the case where the derivation is obtained by applying the renaming rule, we have
that M is of the form x:N , M of the form y:N [y=x] and  of the form  1 !  2 . Then,
we have that `Lt x:N :  1 !  2 , and thus ; x :  1 `Lt N :  2 . Since y 62 vars(N ), by applying the proposition 4.7 with  = [ ], we obtain that ; y :  1 `Lt N [y=x] :  2 , and hence
`Lt y:N [y=x] :  1 !  2 as desired.
(() The proof is by induction on the derivation of M ! M and it is symmetric to the
previous one.

0

0

As a consequence of the previous theorem, we have that Lt is closed under -conversion.

Corollary 4.9. (Closure under -conversion for Lt). If M = M and `Lt M :  ,
then `Lt M :  .
0

0
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5 Relation between the Di erent Type Systems
In this section, we relate the type systems introduced in section 3 by comparing the set of
typable terms.
We say that two systems ts and ts are equivalent, denoted by ts = ts , if for every term
M , whenever we can derive that M has type  in ts, we can also derive that M has type 
in ts and vice versa. We say that system ts is included in system ts , denoted by ts  ts , if
for every term M , whenever we can derive that M has type  in ts, we can also derive that
M has type  in ts , but the two systems are not equivalent.
0

0

0

0

0

0

Lemma 5.1. If `Us M :  then `Wk M :  .
The proof is by induction on the structure of M . The converse of this lemma does not hold
since for example, x:x:x is typable in Wk but not in Us. Hence, we have that Us  Wk .

Lemma 5.2. If `Wk M :  then `Lt M :  .
Proof: The proof is by induction on the derivation of `Wk M :  . We show here the case
for the weakening rule. All other cases are straightforward.
In the case where the derivation is obtained by applying the weakening rule, we have that
is of the form ; x :  and the premises of the rule are `Wk M :  and x 62 dom( ). As
x 62 dom( ), we can prove that x is not free in M and hence, we know that x :  is unnecessary
for M in [ ]. By the induction hypothesis, we have that `Lt M :  and then, we can apply
the weakening lemma for Lt (lemma 4.4) and obtain ; x :  `Lt M :  as desired.

0

0

0

0

0

0

Now, we show that Wk and Lt are not equivalent. Following the structure of the term
we can easily derive that `Lt x:y:(x:x y) x : ( !  ) !  !  . However, as it is shown
below 6`Wk x:y:(x:x y) x : ( !  ) !  !  , which gives us a proof that Wt  Lt.
To show that `Wk x:y:(x:x y) x : ( !  ) !  !  is not derivable in Wk, we give
a bottom-up argument. To begin with, as the context is empty, the only possibility we
have is to apply the abstraction rule. Afterwards, we can either apply the weakening or
the abstraction rule. If we use the weakening rule, we need to derive that y:(x:x y) x
has a certain type under the empty context. This is, of course, not possible because the
term is not closed (the last occurrence of the variable x is free) and the context is empty.
Thus, the only possibility is to apply the abstraction rule and then, we have to give a
derivation of x :  ! ; y :  `Wk (x:x y) x :  . Once more, we have two possible choices: the
weakening or the application rule. If we apply the weakening rule, we should derive that
x :  !  `Wk (x:x y) x :  . Here, the variable y is free in the term but there is no declaration in the context for the variable. Hence, the weakening rule is discarded and the only
possible choice is to use the application rule. So far, the derivation looks as follows:

x :  ! ; y :  `Wk x:x y : ( !  ) ! 
x :  ! ; y :  `Wk x :  ! 
x :  ! ; y :  `Wk (x:x y) x : 
x :  !  `Wk y:(x:x y) x :  ! 
`Wk x:y:(x:x y) x : ( !  ) !  ! 
8

It is easy to see that the derivation of x :  ! ; y :  `Wk x :  !  can be carried out
with no problem. However, x :  ! ; y :  `Wk x:x y : ( !  ) !  is not derivable. Assume that we can derive it. Then, we have two possibilities: either we apply the weakening rule or the abstraction rule. If we apply the weakening rule, the variable y occurs
free in the term x:x y but there would be no declaration in the context for that variable.
On the other hand, we cannot apply the abstraction rule because we would have a context of the form x :  ! ; y : ; x :  !  which is not valid. Thus, we have shown that
6`Wk x:y:(x:x y) x : ( !  ) !  !  .
Another consequence of the above result is that Wk is not closed under -conversion.
This is immediate since `Wk x:y:(z:z y) x : ( !  ) !  !  is derivable in Wk and
x:y:(x:x y) x = x:y:(z:z y) x.
With the following three lemmas, we show that the systems Lt, St and Th are equivalent.

Lemma 5.3. If valid and `Lt M :  , then `St M :  .
Proof: The proof is by induction on the term M . We show here the case where M is an

abstraction of the form x:N . All other cases are straightforward.
To type the term x:N in Lt we use the abstraction rule and then, we have ; x :  1 `Lt N :  2
as a premise.
If x 62 dom( ) then = x . Thus, the desired result is obtained by applying the abstraction rule for St to the induction hypothesis for the premise.
If x 2 dom( ) then, there exist 0 , 1 and  such that = 0 ; x : ; 1 , and x :  is unnecessary for N in 1 ; x :  1 . Thus, by applying the strengthening lemma for Lt (lemma 4.2), we
have that 0 ; 1 ; x :  1 `Lt N :  2 . Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to obtain the
same derivation but in St. Finally, we apply the abstraction rule for St, which allows us to
introduce the declaration x :  again in the context, and obtain the desired result.


Lemma 5.4. If `St M :  then `Th M :  .
Proof: The proof is by induction on the term M .

In the case where M is an abstraction of the form x:N and x 2 dom( ), by applying the
abstraction rule for Th to the induction hypothesis we have that x `Th x:N :  1 !  2 . As

x 6Th , we can apply the thinning rule for system Th and obtain the desired result.

Lemma 5.5. If `Th M :  then `Lt M :  .
Proof: The proof is by induction on the derivation of `Th M :  . We show here the case

for the thinning rule. All other cases are straightforward.
In the case where we obtain `Th M :  by applying the thinning rule, we have as premises
that  `Th M :  and  6Th . By the induction hypothesis we have that  `Lt M :  . It can
easily be shown that if  6Th then  6Lt and thus, we can apply the thinning lemma for
Lt (lemma 4.5) to obtain the desired result.


Theorem 5.6. (Equivalence of Lt, St and Th). For valid contexts, we have the following
equivalences: Lt = St = Th.

Proof: Immediately from the lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5.
9



As a consequence of the previous theorem and of corollary 4.9, we have that St and Th
are closed under -conversion.

Corollary 5.7. (Closure under -conversion for St and Th). Let ts 2 fSt; Thg. If
`ts M :  and M = M , then `ts M :  .
0

0

To nish, we summarise the relations we have proven.

Us  Wk  Lt = St = Th

6 Conclusions
In this section, we brie y discuss the problem of -conversion for two extensions of simply
typed -calculus.
We believe that our study of -conversion for simply typed -calculus can be extended to
include polymorphic de nitions as in [DM82] and x point operators. It seems to us that the
type systems Lt, St and Th extended with these two new constructors are still closed under
-conversion.
It is more interesting to consider the problem of -conversion for -calculus with dependent types.
The formulations of St and Th for dependent types are not closed under -conversion.
For A type and P a family of types over A, we can derive that x:A:y:Px:y has type
x:A:y:Px:Px but we cannot derive a type for x:A:x:Px:x since the context x : A; x : Px
is not valid.
The straightforward extension of Lt with dependent types is not correct as it is shown in
[Pol93]. In this system, we derive that x:A:x:Px:x has type x:A:x:Px:Px, which is not
the correct type for the term.
Some work has been done towards the formulation of type systems for -calculus with
dependent types that are closed under -conversion.
The type systems with dependent types which use de Bruijn indices are trivially closed
under -conversion. However, as already pointed out in section 1, terms using these indices
are unreadable for human eyes.
In [Coq91], Coquand suggests a type system with dependent types that is closed under
-conversion. A simpli cation of this system for simple typed -calculus has been presented
by Pollack in his paper [Pol93]. This solution uses two disjoint sets: the usual set of variables
and a set of parameters. Here, to type an abstraction of the form x:M , we type M [p/x]
in a context extended with a declaration for p, being p a fresh parameter. Then, we can see
this abstraction rule as having an implicit renaming rule. A similar solution for dependent
types has been presented and proved correct by Pollack in his thesis [Pol94].
From the logical point of view, it is interesting to study the inhabitation of types. To
study the inhabitation of types in the simply typed -calculus, it does not make any di erence
if we add -conversion or not. However in some extensions of the -calculus, -conversion can
increase the set of inhabited types. In [KdRTU99], it is shown that there is a type inhabited
in system F! with -conversion on types which is not inhabited in F! without -conversion.
10
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